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THE MOTORWAY PROGRAMME
(Background notes)

By ancient law and custom the main roads of this country, formerly known
as the King's or Queen's Highway, have until now been open to the public with-
out distinction or exception. On most roads, the "all-purpose roads", the
citizen retains that right; but with the opening of the first motorways a new
type of road, the "special road", designed and built for the exclusive use of
certain classes of traffic, is introduced.

Traffic counts carried out by the Ministry of Transport on main roads
after the second world war showed that ten per cent, of Britain’s roads
carried sixty per cent, of the traffic. From these figures, and from further
studies of the pattern of the nation's traffic, it appeared that a compara-
tively small mileage of really first-class • road - road with dual carriageways
and without cross traffic or obstructions to cause bunching - would produce
very great improvements in traffic flow, and that some of these roads could
most economically be built as motorways.

Tentative plans for 800 miles of motorway were included in a road-
building programme prepared by the Ministry of Transport and published in
1946. Before any detailed planning could be done the programme was shelved
on account of the economic difficulties through which the country was then
passing.

The Special Roads Act was passed in 1949. This Act enables the Minister
of Transport or Local Authorities acting with his approval, to build roads
for use by such classes of traffic as may be specified in the relevant Schemes.
For example, they could be reserved for pedestrians or pedal cyclists.

In 1951 the Ministry invited Sir Owen Williams and Partners, consulting
•engineers, to carry out a preliminary survey and report on the practicability
of a motorway from the northern end of the projected St. Albans By-Pass to
Doncaster.

In February, 1955, the Minister made a statement on the first instalment
of an expanded road programme which included not only the London-Yorkshire
Motorway but also the Birmingham-Pres ton Motorway and the Ross Spur Motorway
as part of a proposed new route from Birmingham to South Wales.

Preston By-Pass, forming part of the proposed Birmingham-Preston
Motorway, was started in 1956 and opened by the Prime Minister on December 5

,

1958, thus becoming the first completed length of motorway in the country.

Construction of the London-Birmingham Motorway which forms the first section
of the London-Yorkshire Motorway was formally started by the Minister of
Transport and Civil Aviation on March 24, 1958, and the first 72 miles was
opened to traffic on November 2, 1959.

The Minister has asked the consulting engineers to proceed with the
preparation of a Draft Scheme for the second part of the motorway, that
between Crick and Doncaster By-Pass, and the West Riding County Surveyor is
preparing a Draft Scheme for the extension of this motorway to Sheffield and

Meanwhile, work has started on the main bridge-works for the Birmingham-
Preston Motorway, and consultations are taking place on a proposed line for alink between this motorway, the London-Yorkshire motorway and the Birmingham
to South Wales route.

...
Motorway schemes now under construction or in preparation total over

400 miles. They include the new route from Birmingham to South Wales,
parts of a new route from London to South Wales, and the 25-mile Medway
Motorway Road. Among the many other motorway projects in the preliminary
planning stage is an extension of the Birmingham-Preston route northwards
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from the Preston By-Pass to Penrith. The Lancaster By-Pass, started in

July, 1957, should be completed in the summer of 1960 and will form part of

this route.

Motorways are part of a oo-ordinated road programme which includes also

schemes to the removal of urban bottlenecks and the improvement of existing

national routes ,
such as the Great North Road, as well as some thousands of

smaller schemes.
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LONDON YORKSHIRE MOTORWAY

I. - OPENING OF FIRST SECTION

Highway history was made on Monday, November 2, 1959, when the first
72 miles of the London-Yorkshire Motorway linking London and Birmingham was
formally opened to traffic.

Construction of this section of the motorway, with its 183 bridges, has
taken 586 days, an average of one mile of dual carriageway road every eight
days and of one bridge every three days. This is a rate of construction
without parallel in this country and seldom if ever achieved abroad.

The "Watford leg" of the motorway, about five miles long, was started
three months later than the other parts and not scheduled for completion until
December. The northern half connecting with route A. 405 was opened on
November 2 and the remaining 3£ miles to the Watford By-pass (A. 41) is now
(November 1959) almost finished.

Route numbers have now been allocated and from its junction with A. -41 at
Aldenham to its present northern terminal at Crick the motorway is numbered
as route M. 1 (for further details of Motorway route numbers see separate note).

It is estimated that in 1960 there will be an overall average of at
least 14,000 vehicles per day using the new motor road. Much of the traffic
will be taken from the London-Holyhead Road A. 5, the Weedon-Birmingham Road
A. 45 and to a lesser extent from the London-Birmingham Road A.-41 and other
local main roads.

In the same year, it is estimated that the new road will save some 2. 7
million hours of driving and that there will be a reduction in road accident
casualties amounting to about 520.

In a result study made by the Road Research Laboratory and the University
of Birmingham, it was calculated that the economic benefits from the motor-
way will repay the original capital cost of the main section from the
Watford By-pass to the west of Dunehurch (plus accumulated interest) in six
to eight years.
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2. - NEW ROUTE FROM LONDON TO BIRMINGHAM
(General Description)

FACTS IN BRIEF

Length of Motorway
(including Spurs and
Dunchurch By-Pass) 75 miles

Formation Width

Main section 112 ft.

Spurs and Dunchurch
By-Pass 88 ft.

Carriageway Width

Main section 36 ft. each
(three lanes in

Spurs and Dunchurch
eaoh ^ir-ection)

By-Pass 24 ft. each
(two lanes in
each direction)

Maximum gradient 1 in 30

Horizontal curvature: minimum radius 2,864 ft.

The first section of the London-Yorkshire Motorway offers a new fast
route for motor traffic on the greater part of the journey between London and
Birmingham.

Besides speeding communications between these two cities and the great
industrial areas of which they are the centre, the road will feed traffic to a
motor road to be constructed from Birmingham to Penrith via the Preston and
Lancaster by-passes. The future extension to Yorkshire will join the
Doncaster by-pass, now under construction, the thus serve the northern part of
the improved Great North Road.

For this reason there is a fork at the northern end, near a
Northamptonshire village called Watford Gap, south of Rugby. The western
prong which includes the Dunchurch By-pass, ends in a large roundabout, from
which the improved general purpose road, A. 45, takes traffic to Birmingham.
The shorter eastern prong now ends at Crick, where there is a connection to
A. 5. From A. 5, existing roads lead to Leicester and the Great North Road at
Grantham. The Crick prong will ultimately be extended through Leicestersliire to
complete the Yorkshire Motorway.

At the southern end, the motorway passes to the west of Luton and
St. Albans, two traffic congested towns, and midway between the southern out-
skirts of St. Albans and Hemel Hempstead it divides, one road leading almost
due south to the Watford By-pass, near Aldenham, east of Watford, and the
other to London's North Orbital road at a point near the village of
Park Street.

From both these terminals there will be modernised all-purpose roads
leading to London via Apex Corner. A proposal to build a four-mile stretch
of urban motorway through Hendon is under consideration.

On the long stretch of motorway between the northern and southern forks,
each of the two carriageways is 36 ft. wide to take three lanes of traffic in
each direction, each lane being marked and studded with reflectors. On the
prongs of the forks, each carriageway, 24 ft. wide, will have two lanes with
markings and studs between.
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The formation width of the motorway is generally 112 ft, except on fork

roade, where it UJMft. 1* Z outer

edge^o f^the carriageways and there are eight foot wide hard shoulders for

emergency stopping.

SAFETY FEATURES

The motorway is specially designed for free-flowing safe and fast travel

over long distances. To make this possible, many new engineering features

have been introduced.

The motorway is completely fenced off from the countryside through which

it passes It crosses over or under existing roads and the only points where

U SS be joined, except at the terminals, are at the two-level junctions with

all-purpose roads, situated at intervals averaging about six miles. At these

i unctions, and at the service areas, but not at the terminal points, all

vehicles enter or leave the motorway by slip roads having acceleration or

deceleration lanes.

Adjacent to the carriageways, part of the verge has been reinforced to

form a hard shoulder which will bear the weight of a vehicle. Stopping on

the motorway is prohibited except in an emergency, and the hard shoulder has

been provided to enable the vehicle to be moved off the carriageway itself as

soon as possible, when an emergency does occur.

Including the two-level junctions there are 183 bridges and 95 large

culverts. They vary from long bridges over rivers with their associated

flood arches toemall bridges and tunnels which permit men and cattle to pass

from one side to another.

The bridges have been designed in a series of types to suit varying

circumstances. The majority are of reinforced concrete.

To carry railways over the motorway heavy steel girder bridges are used.

These were built to a state of near completion and rolled into position on

ball bearings to avoid interruption of railway traffic.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

About 5,000,000 tons of building material, including stone, sand, cement

and steel, was taken on to the road to form its foundations, surface and

bridgeworks.

In addition some 20,000,000 tons of earth, gravel, rock and chalk was

scraped or blasted from the high parts to fill the lower parts. This great

feat of "muck shifting" was accomplished almost entirely mechanically by the

use of 'fleets of scrapers, which claw away the earth from under them and

transport it to the place where it is needed, and mechanical shovels, loaders

and dumper trucks which together do the same task. The choice of machine

depends upon the nature of the ground and the length of the haul.

Ihe fact that what is excavated from one part of the road substantially

equals what is needed to fill other parts is the acid test of economic road

building. Bearing in mind that it was a requirement that the driver mus

never see much less than a thousand feet ahead of him and that steep hills

have no place on a motorway, the choice of level had to be carefully chosen to

avoid as far as possible the need to discard excavated material and to import

filling from elsewhere. A relatively small amount of excavated material was,

of course, found unsuitable for filling and discarded and a small amount oi

high quality filling material was introduced on to poor ground, but the

equation of cut and fill bears testimony to the sound basic design.

Cuttings and embankments do not generally exceed 25 ft. in height but in

a few cases depths of -40 ft. were necessary.
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SURFACE

The London-Birmingham motorway has been designed for speeds of 70 to
75 miles per hour. This means that the surface must be sufficiently even to
permit an efficient vehicle to steer well within the limits of the lane mark-
ings. The construction of such a surface has involved special techniques.

The main 55-mile stretch from north of St. Albans to Dunchurch and Crick
is of flexible construction. On the 6-inch granular sub-base there is a
14-inch lean concrete base which in turn carries a 3i|-inch asphalt base course.
Finally 1-g- inches of hot rolled asphalt provides a wearing course of remarkably
good riding quality.

A feature of the construction of this part of the motorway is the rein-
forced concrete haunches which provide lateral support for each carriageway
at the edges.

The remainder of the Motorway has concrete carriageways, eleven inches
deep, on a sub-base not shallower than 7 inches. A new type of finisher was
developed by the Contractor known as the Shavian finisher which has given the
road its excellent riding qualities. It has six pairs of wheels and the
arrangement is such that the vibrating beams which prepare the upper surface
of the concrete, remain at a constant height regardless of any small irregu-
larities of the rails on which it operates.

Another type of finisher, mounted on rails, was used with excellent
results on the Watford "leg".

THE MEN WHO BUILT IT

The whole project was initiated by the Ministry of Transport (Chief
Engineer: Mr. J. F. A. Baker, C.B.

,
M. I. C.E. , M. I.Mun. E. ) and has remained

the overall responsibility of the Ministry, including the engineering
practicability, land acquisition and various administrative matters, includ-
ing land acquisition.

Sir Owen Williams and Partners designed and supervised the construction
of the 55-mile stretch from North of St. Albans to Crick and Dunchurch which
has been carried out by John Laing and Son Ltd.

Sir Owen Williams also was responsible for some of the bridgework on the
St. Albans By-pass section which was designed by Hertfordshire County Council
(County Surveyor Lt.- Col. C. H. ffolliott, B, A.:, M.I.C.E.

, M. I. Mun. E. )

.

The twelve-mile section from just north of the Bedfordshire boundary to
Park Street was carried out by Tarmac Civil Engineering Ltd. and the remainder,
from the fork south-east of Hemel Hempstead to the Watford By-pass, by a
consortium of companies, Cubitts, Fitzpatrick, Shand.

Warwickshire County Council (County Surveyor, Mr. D. Watson, M.I. C.E.

,

M. I.Mun. E.) was responsible for the Dunchurch By-pass, which has been
constructed by A. Monk & Co. Ltd.

The total labour force rose during the peak period to nearly 5,000 men
and they were controlled by project managers with site offices situated about
IS miles apart.

A helicopter and a light aircraft were used for quick tours of inspection
and for bringing up spare parts for machinery. Comprehensive radio telephone
facilities and radio-equipped vehicles ensured quick communication and the
rapid transfer of excavating and constructional machinery.
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The organisation of the supply of materials, which had to be delivered
on time at many different points, required a major managerial effort.

The managers on the Laing contract met the Chief Project Manager,
Mr. John Michie, regularly at the main site office in order to compare pro-
gress and this fostered a team competitive spirit which helped to keep up the
tight schedule of work.

Mr. A. N. Rawlings, Project Manager, made similar arrangements on the
Tarmac contract for his site managers.

In the successful effort to beat the contract schedule on the Cubitts,

Fitzpatrick, Shand section, the Project Manager, Mr, J. Lindsay Smith, was
joined by a resident director, Mr. Pat Fitzpatrick, during the period of
greatest urgency, March to August.

Aerial view of Motorway . - This photograph was
taken near the two-level junction of the Motorway
with the Stony Stratford-Northampton Road (A. 508),
looking northwards.
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3. - LANDSCAPE TREATMENT OF

MOTORWAY

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Great importance has been attached to the landscape treatment of the

motorway. The Minister has had the expert advice of The Advisory Coranittee

on the Landscape Treatment of Trunk Roads under the chairmanship of the

Hon. Sir David Bowes-Lyon, and detailed planting proposals, based on the

recommendations of this Committee, have been prepared by the landscaping staff

of the Constating Engineers.

The size of the road so far transcends the accustomed scale as to dwarf

nature itself, and planting can be effective only where it is carried out on

the boldest scale. For long stretches the road sweeps through unspoilt

country and the Committee have recommended that no planting whatever should be

done to interrupt the wide views which the road opens up to travellers.

Special planting will be concentrated, for the start at least, at particular

points where it is obviously needed, either to emphasise a pleasing prospect or

to screen an unpleasing one. In scale with the surroundings, the planting

will take the form of groups or groves of forest trees; and as a general rule

the cuttings and embankments will be grassed and left to regenerate naturally,

but planting on the nearby embankments will soften the effect of the new

bridges spanning the roadway.

Ornamental trees and shrubs would be entirely out of keeping; all the

planting will be of indigenous trees typical of the surrounding countryside

and varying in species accordingly. The main planting schemes will be at e

terminals of the two southern arms of the motorway, the junction of these

north of Watford, the crossing of trunk road A. 5 south of Luton, the southern

approach to Luton, the railway embankment north of Luton (with screening of

the nearby cement works), the railway near Weedon, and the junction of the two

northern arms of the motorway at Watford Gap. All the crossings on the

motorway will, however, be carefully landscaped according to their individual

needs.

Initially, it will be some years before the full effect of this planting

can be seen, for the trees will be planted as seedlings or saplings. But, as

the planting matures, so will it take its place in the natural landscape and

merge harmoniously with it.
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SERVICE AREAS

- SERVICE AREAS AND EMERGENCY
ARRANGEMENTS

Unlike the ordinary road, there are no facilities (petrol pumps,
restaurants, telephones etc. ) fronting the motorway itself, so these are being
provided in specially arranged service areas, adjoining the motorway and with
direct access from it. There will be parking spaces, public lavatories
telephones, supplies of motor fuel and oil, restaurants or cafeterias and
facilities for minor adjustments or minimum emergency repairs.

To begin with, two service areas only are being developed on the London-
Birmingham Motorway. These will be fully equipped with permanent buildings
and be in full operation by the spring of 1960. In the meantime, the service
areas will provide certain minimum essential services. From the time the
road is open to traffic, there will be toilet, fuel and breakdown facilitiesm the service areas but the full range of services, e.g. catering, will not
be available until later.

On the way north from London, the first service area is at Newport
Pagnell, Buckinghamshire. Newport Pagnell is about thirty-three miles from
the junction with A. 5 and A. 405 at Park Street near St. Albans and about
thirty- five miles from the junction of the motorway with the Watford (Herts.

)By-pass. (A. 41). The concessionaires are Motorway Services Ltd. By the
Spring of 1960 they will stock a wide range of petrols and many brands of
lubricating oil. Their catering facilities will include two self-service
cafeterias and a restaurant.

The second service area is at Watford Gap, Northants.
, about twenty-three

Tir
n° t̂h °f Newport Pagnell, and ten miles from the motorway junction with

A. 45 at Dunchurch near Rugby. Here concessionaires are the Blue Boar
(Motorway) Ltd.

, who will also stock several brands of petrol and a wide range
of lubricating oils. Two transport cafes and two cafeterias will be avail-
able by the Spring.

No other services are at present planned on the London-Birmingham
Motorway. Should others be required they will be sited at Toddington, just
north of Luton, and at Rothersthorpe, near Northampton.

GENERAL

As stops are not permitted on the motorway except at service areas, or inan emergency, a driver should

(a) see that his vehicle is in good condition, that the radiator is
full, that there is enough engine oil, and that the tyres are in
good condition and properly inflated;

(b) see that he has enough fuel to reach either the nearest service area
or a filling station off the motorway.

EMERGENCY TELEPHONES

If a driver has to stop in an emergency and needs help, he should, if
possible, run the vehicle on to the hard shoulder alongside the carriageway anduse one of the emergency roadside telephones. These are found approximately
every mile on each carriageway, mounted on a grey-green pillar with a blue andwnite reflectorised sign which bears the picture of a telephone receiver andtne letters S. O.S. The telephone connects direct to a Police Station and is
intended for summoning help in emergencies such as accidents, fires and
vehicle breakdowns.

The telephone is easy to operate: all that is necessary is to pull down
e front flap, pick up the receiver, wait for the Police to answer, and telltnem what has happened. The policeman on duty will obtain the necessary

assistance.
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Mote - (l) As there is a separate telephone for each carriageway, there is

no need to cross the motorway.

(2) The emergency telephone does not connect with the G.P. 0. system,

and the police operator cannot pass a message to anyone apart
from the emergency services. Telephones for other than emergency
calls will be provided as soon as possible in the service areas.

POLICE PATROLS

Each of the five Police Forces responsible for stretches of the new
motorway will be operating special white-painted patrol cars (except
Warwickshire which has only 2-ij miles and will use ordinary black police cars)
together with -motor-cycle patrols. In addition there will be the patrols of
the motoring organisations.

The Motorway Traffic Regulations make it the duty of anyone breaking down
mechanically to get his vehicle off the carriageway on to the verge. The
same applies to any vehicle involved in an accident but not disabled. The
police accident procedure provides that every possible means should be used
to get such vehicles moved off the carriageway on to the verge as soon as such
prior essentials as warning on-coming traffic, rendering immediate first-aid
and summoning ambulances etc. have been done.

Breakdown vehicles will be summoned as required for removing disabled
vehicles, using the telephone system (already described) and lists of garages
with facilities available.

The procedure for warning on-coming traffic of obstruction by an
accident (until it can be removed on to the verge) is as follows :-

The specially-equipped police car summoned to an accident and
approaching from behind will put down large "Accident" signs on both
verge and central reservation about 900 yards short of the site. These
signs, measuring 4 ft. by 2 ft.

,
have white lettering on a red background.

At 600 yards it will similarly put down two "Wo Overtaking" signs; at
300 yards two "Slow" signs. If the road cannot be cleared immediately
on arrival a series of red and white rubber cones will be set out
diagonally from the site to the edge of the carriageway about 100 yards
in advance, at about 8-yard intervals. At night red lamps will be
placed on top of every other cone.

There is also provision for lighting up the scene of the accident and
using the flashing blue roof-light of the patrol car as an additional
warning if necessary.

This procedure is essentially the same as on the West German autobahnen
but the details of it are subject to adjustment in the light of experience,
and have already been modified from the first detailed plan as a result of
exercises held on the motorway.
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5. - KEEPING THE MOTORWAYS CLEAR IN WINTER

To keep motorways clear of snow and ice, and so avoid traffic holdups

and multiple accidents, special arrangements are being made.

The Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation are setting up depots about

every 12 miles along the London-Birmingham Motorway in which there will be

large dumps of grit and salt. Based on these depots, and held in readiness

for immediate use, will be numbers of fast and heavy snow-clearing and

gritting vehicles of the latest types, developed by the Ministry’s mechanical
engineers in collaboration with the manufacturers. The County Surveyors of

the principal counties along the motorway will be responsible for the detailed
operations on behalf of the Ministry and for normal maintenance.

The vehicles will be manned by crews from the County highway departments

and will receive special training in their use. During the periods when
frost or snow is expected arrangements will be made for men to be available
on the spot, overnight accommodation being provided. Each depot will be

given the latest weather forecasts and will be in communication by telephone
with other depots along the motorway, with the respective County Surveyors’
Offices, and with the Police.

GRITTING

Modern elevated hoppers are being built capable of loading these large
capacity vehicles with 12 to 14 tons of grit or salt in less than a minute.

Salt or grit will be spread over the whole width of each 36 ft. carriage-
way at one pass at speeds between 30 and -40 m. p.h. The use of salt in
advance of a normal night frost can prevent the formation of ice on the road,

and its continued use can keep the roads clear under light to average condi-
tions. Grit will be used if, in spite of the salt precautions, ice has
formed, whether as a result of compacted snow or otherwise.

SNOW CLEARANCE

For snow clearing, high speed lorries, fitted with straight blade
ploughs, will go out as soon as possible after snow begins to fall, and except
in blizzard conditions they will be expected to prevent the accumulation of
snow on the carriageways. By means of plough blades, the "angle" of which
can be adjusted to either the left or right hand, the snow will be pushed
either into the central reservation or to the nearside of the carriageway.

In severe conditions the adjustable angle blade ploughs will be quickly
detached and replaced by high-wing "vee" ploughs which will be used to bull-
doze a way through drifts up to six feet deep and keep at least one or two
lanes open to traffic.

For use in cuttings and to remove snow piled up by the blade ploughs,
there will be the latest types of rotary snow plough, or "blower", which can
travel to any point on the motorway at relatively high speeds and on arrival
can tackle 6- ft. drifts and "blow" or throw the snow 50 ft. or more in any
required direction.

All arrangements have been planned with the high speed character of the
motorway in mind and the necessity for reducing interference with traffic
flow to a minimum. For example, the grit spray can be controlled from the
driver’s cab and can be cut off or deflected whilst overtaking or other
movements in traffic are being made.

All these vehicles will be painted a conspicuous golden yellow colour
and will bear large notices indicating by day or night when they are gritting
or carrying a snow plough.
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6. - MOTORWAY SIGNS

Clear and simple directions that can be read by drivers travelling at

in
iV
fo^r“tLonds :

at ™ f°
feet? and the lettering on the signs is large enough to be legible from a

distance of at least 600 ft. Other features are:

White letters on blue ground

The lower edge of each sign not less than five feet

above road level

Lighting: All direction signs at junctions electrically

Colour:
Height:

The signposting system was devised by the Advisory Committee on Traffic

Signs^tTC^Minister of Transport and ^^Siefoutsaw
ments suggested by experience on that motorway.

Before making their recommendations the Committee studied
f

use on comparable roads in the United States and Europe. Their conclusions

are close/to European than American practice. The principal signs a .

JOINING A MOTORWAY

At the entry points to the motorway there are signs showing t!he olasites

of traffic excluded from motorways and the rules governing the use otjfoe

motorways
0

It is hoped that when the rules and regulations are generally

town it will be possible to replace these signs by a motorway symbol

that the road is a motorway.

Apart from signs to guide traffic to the motorway from distant places,

the first advance direction signs appear at the immediate approaches to the

points from which the motorway is sntered. These signs, ® f .

motorway itself, have white letters oh a blue ground. In addition pointer

signs are provided at the exits from the roundabout.

ON THE MOTORWAY

After each junction, confirmatory signs indicating places ahead are

provided. These signs include the mileage to the destinations shown.

Confirmation of the route number of the motorway is given on a separate

sign.

LEAVING A MOTORWAY

Advance direction signs are provided well m advance of the exit and t

information is repeated in case a particular sigu rs temporarily obscured y

other traffic. The first advance direction sign, sited one mile before th^
.

exit, is intended as a primary warning. Its principal featur
“ f '

\

t
fore the junction symbol and the distance to the exit. The route number

the all-purpose road which can be reached from this junction is also

included. The second advance sign, sited half a mile before the exit,

indicates places which can be reached by leaving the motorway at this point,

the distance to the exit is again shown. The final advance dirac^°“ 8
’

4
sited at the beginning of the deceleration lane, repeats this information and

also indicates places for which the driver must carry on along the motorway.

Direction signs at junctions are electrically lit; those at the mile

and half mile positions from the exit are reflectorised.

On advance direction signs the number of names of places lying off the

motorway does not generally exceed two. Mileages are given, not on advance

( 65569 )
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direction signs, but on the confirmatory signs. Route numbers are not given

any greater importance than place names, but on advance direction signs

before a junction, only one route number is given and that is the route

number of the main connecting road.

Exit distance markers, as used in Germany, are sited at distances of

300 ,
200 and 100 yards in advance of the beginning of the deceleration lane.

For the final advance direction sign required on the slip road to tell

drivers leaving the motorway the direction to be taken once they reach the

all-purpose road, a sign with white letters on a blue ground is used.

FORKS IN MOTORWAY

Where the motorway forks at the northern and southern ends, the advance
direction signs are similar to the American pattern, with the place names
stacked vertically and arrows alongside them pointing to left and right.
At the northern end there is also an overhead sign, fixed to the parapet of a
bridge carrying an all-purpose road across the motorway, with arrows pointing
down to the appropriate traffic lanes. Traffic approaching the fork along
one of the two prongs is warned of its approach to the fork by a sign
reading "Motorways Merge ^ Mile"; at the fork itself there is a

triangular sign enclosing a symbol showing the configuration of the junction.

END OF MOTORWAY

Warnings that drivers are coming to the end of a motorway, so that they
can reduce speed in time to negotiate safely the final roundabout, are given
at intervals. These signs show the words, "End of Motorway, " in white
letters on a blue ground. The first is sited one mile, and the second, half
a mile from the final roundabout.

OTHER SIGNS

Other signs on the motorway include:

Telephone signs on each of the emergency telephone installations;
Advance signs for refuelling points, incorporating a petrol pump
symbol;

Portable emergency signs for use in the event of accidents or road
works

CHANGES

The main differences between the signs on the Preston Motorway and those
on the London-Yorkshire Motorway are:-

The motorway symbol used experimentally on the Preston Motorway has
been omitted pending international agreement on a symbol for this purpose.

The size of the largest advance direction signs has been reduced
partly by the use of a modified alphabet and partly by limiting the
number of place-names.

All informatory signs relating to the motorway are white on blue,
whether or not they appear on the motorway itself.

Signs denoting a fork in the motorway have been introduced as
described above.

Pointer signs and exit distance markers have been redesigned.

New signs (for emergencies and refuelling points) have been added.

Mr. Jock Kinneir, the designer, was appointed by the Committee to
undertake the detailed design of the signs. The Road Research Laboratory
carried out experimental work.
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MOTORWAY RULES

Motorways are restricted to use by motor vehicles. Even some of these

are not allowed to use them. Vehicles debarred from motorways include.

-

invalid carriages

motor cycles with a cylinder capacity of less than 50 c.c.

heavy
S

tractors°and
S

self-propelled^plant over 7* tons unladen weight

farm^tractor^and^similar ta»d at the special £8 rate for farm

and. forestry estate use

Vehicles carrying abnormal indivisible loads may use motorways without

the need for prior authorisation provided that the width of load and vehile

together does not exceed 14 feet (and provided any required notice is duly

given, e. g. notice to the police authorities where a load exceeds ft.

width). Loads of greater width than 14 ft. will not be permitted unless

individually authorised by Order of the Minister.

There is no speed limit on any class of vehicle permitted to use the

motorways, except that vehicles towing a caravan or other trailer with less

than four wheels (or with four close-coupled wheels) not being articulated

vehicles, must not exceed 40 m.p.h. No more than one trailer may be towed

behind any vehicle.

Safety on motorways depends on strict observance of the regulations and

the Motorway Code. The ten main rules (which are additional to those apply-

ing to roads generally) are:-

One-way driving must be observed at all times on the dual carriageways

There must be no U-turning
.

.

Vehicles must not stop or remain at rest on the carriageways unless com-

pelled to do so by the presence of any other vehicle, person, or object.

If a vehicle breaks down or has to be stopped in an emergency, it must,

as soon as is reasonably practicable, be moved on to the verge, and,

even there, it must not remain longer than necessary.

Vehicles on the carriageways must not be reversed except m special

circumstances. ,, .

Vehicles normally must not be driven on to the verge; nor may they be

driven on to the central reservation

Vehicles must not be driven on the motorways by learner drivers

Persons getting out of vehicles in emergency must stay on the verge

unless they are giving help or recovering something dropped on the

carriageway.

Animals carried in vehicles on motorways must be kept on board, or if

they have to be removed, they must be under proper control on the verge.

The penalty for a breach of any of these Regulations is a fine of up to

£20 for a first offence.

MOTORWAY CODE

Motorways have no sharp bends, cross-roads, roundabouts or traffic

lights. Drivers joining or leaving them always do so from the left.

Crossing traffic or right-turning vehicles are carried either above or below.

Because of this it is possible to maintain higher average speeds than on

other roads.

Safety on motorways is of first importance and it is essential that all

who use them should observe strictly the following additional rules:
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GENERAL

Pedestrians, learner drivers, pedal cycles, motor cycles not exceeding
50 c. c. capacity, invalid carriages, certain vehicles carrying slow-moving
oversized loads (except by special permission), agricultural vehicles and
animals must not use motorways.

Make sure your vehicle is in good condition.

Driving for long spells at an even speed may cause drowsiness. To pre-
vent this, drive with adequate ventilation and stretch your legs at the
parking or service areas.

JOINING THE MOTORWAY

Look out for the direction signs at the approaches to a motorway so as
to avoid joining the wrong carriageway.

When joining a motorway at an intermediate access point, you will
approach it from the slip road on the left. Watch for a safe gap between
vehicles in the nearside traffic lane on the motorway, and increase your speed
in the acceleration lane to the speed of traffic in the nearside lane before
joining it.

Give way to traffic already on the motorway.

If you discover from route confirmation signs beyond the entrance to a
motorway that you are going the wrong way continue until you reach the next
exit.

DO NOT REVERSE OR TURN IN THE CARRIAGEWAY OR CROSS THE CENTRAL
RESERVATION.

ON THE - MOTORWAY

Drive at a steady cruising speed comfortably within your capacity and
that of your vehicle.

Lane discipline

After entering the left-hand traffic lane of a motorway, stay in it long
enough to accustom yourself to the speed of vehicles in that lane before
attempting to move out into a faster right-hand lane to overtake.

KEEP WITHIN THE CARRIAGEWAY LANE MARKINGS and cross them only when
changing from one lane to another. Before changing lanes be sure that it is
safe to do so, particularly at high speeds. DO NOT WANDER FROM LANE TO LANE.

On a two-lane carriageway, keep to the left-hand lane except when
overtaking.

On a three-lane carriageway, you may keep to the centre lane when the
left-hand lane is occupied by slower moving vehicles. The outer (right-hand)
lane is for overtaking only; do not stay in it longer than is necessary after
overtaking vehicles in the centre lane.

DO NOT DRIVE TOO CLOSE TO THE VEHICLE AHEAD OF YOU IN YOUR LANE, allow
ample distance between your vehicle and the one ahead according to your speed.

Overtaking

OVERTAKE ONLY ON THE RIGHT. Right-hand lanes will be free from slow-
moving and right-turning vehicles. NEVER OVERTAKE ON THE LEFT.

Before pulling out to your right into a traffic lane carrying faster
moving traffic, watch out for and GIVE WAY TO TRAFFIC IN LANES TO YOUR RIGHT,
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USE YOUR MIRROR to make sure that the lane you will be joining is clear for a
long distance behind, and bear in mind that an overtaking vehicle may be

travelling much faster than you are. Give a clear signal of your intention

WELL BEFORE YOU change from one lane to another.

Stopping and parking

Do not stop on the carriageway of a motorway except when this is

unavoidable or to prevent an accident, or unless required to do so by the

police or by an emergency traffic sign.

In the event of an emergency or breakdown, pull off the carriageway on to
the verge ON THE LEFT, but only for so long as may be necessary (an 8 ft.

width of the verge adjacent to the carriageway is constructed as a "hard

shoulder" strong enough to carry vehicles leaving the carriageway in an
emergency). Before you stop, give a left-turn signal as you decelerate and
drive completely on to the verge.

Do not park or let your vehicle stand on:

( a ) the carr iageway

;

(b) the slip roads;
(c) the central reservation;
(d) the verges adjacent to the carriageway or slip roads (except

in an emergency )

.

Use instead the parking or service areas with appropriate facilities
which are provided at intervals along the motorway.

Do not walk on to the carriageways or cross them on foot. Take special
care to keep children off the carriageway when you stop in an emergency or at
a service area.

Dogs and animals

When you stop, whether on the verge or in a service area, or in the
event of an accident, keep any animal in your vehicle under close control
either in or on a vehicle or held on a lead.

Accidents

If you see a knot of vehicles in the distance, which may mean that there
has been an accident, reduce speed at once and be prepared to stop.

LEAVING THE MOTORWAY

If you are not travelling to the end of the motorway, watch for advance
signs warning you of your point of exit.

To leave a motorway at one of the intermediate exit points, get into the
left-hand lane in good time, stay in it, and give a left-turn signal well
before you reach the slip road.

Reduce speed as necessary in the deceleration lane on the approach to
the slip road.

To reach a destination to the right of the motorway, you will leave by a
slip road on your left. After leaving the motorway watch for signs direct-
ing you to the right via an underpass or a bridge.

If you miss your exit, continue along the carriageway until the next
exit.

When you leave the motorway, remember to adjust your driving to the
different conditions of the ordinary road system.
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ROUTE NUMBERING OF MOTORWAYS

Route numbers for motorways will be allocated in much the same wav as
for existing "all-purpose" roads.

The system on which the existing Class A and Class B roads are numbered
is briefly as follows: -

England and Wales are divided into six sectors by the six great
routes radiating clockwise from London (A. 1 to Edinburgh, A. 2 to Borer
A. 3 to Portsmouth, A. 4 to Avonmouth, A. 5 to Holyhead and A. 6 to
Carlisle}, sector one lying between A. 1 and A. 2, sector two between A, 2
and A. 3 and so on. All other Class A roads in England and Wales have
two, three, or four, figure numbers, the first figure of which is the
same as the number of sector in which it lies. In the same way Class B
roads in England and Wales have three, or four, figure numbers, the first
figure being the same as the appropriate sector number.

MOTORWAY SYSTEM

For the purpose of numbering motorways, England and Wales will be
quartered by the London-Yorkshire Motorway, a possible Channel Ports Motorway
a future Exeter Radial Motorway and the London-South Wales Radial Motorway.
These roads will be numbered M1-M4 respectively. M. 5 will be reserved for theBristol-Birmingham Motorway, M. 6 for the Penrith-Birmingham Motorway (and its
eventual extension to join the London-Yorkshire Motorway north of Crick).
Two- figure numbers will be reserved for spurs and for motorways lying within
the sectors bounded by the single-number motorways.

The system described in the previous paragraph will apply to long-distance
motorways. Where, however, a motorway is merely a by-pass along an existing
route, such as the Doncaster By-pass along Route A. 1, it will not be given aseparate M number but the letter M will be added in brackets to the existing
route-number - e.g. A.l(M) for the Doncaster By-pass. This will preserve the
continuity of the route-number of long-distance all-purpose roads. Generally
speaking by-passes that are eventually linked to form a continuous motorway
will preserve the existing route-number (plus M in brackets) until they are solinked.

With these principles in mind the Minister of Transport has now allocated
numbers to that part of the London-Yorkshire Motorway (including the
St. Albans By-pass), together with the spur to Dunchurch and the Dunchurch
By-pass.

LONDON-YORKSHIRE MOTORWAY

That part of the St. Albans By-pass and of the London-Yorkshire Motorwaywhich emends from its junction with the London-Birmingham Trunk Road (Route
O J

^leenham to its junction with the Coventry-Tempsford Bridge TrunkRoad (Route A. 428) at Crick will be known as Route M. 1. The eastern arm of

In *
' °S By-pass from its junction with the London-Holyhead Trunk Road(Route A. 5) at Park Street to its junction with Route M. 1 will be Route M. 10.
apur froIn Houte M. 1 at Watford Gap (Horthants

) to Dunchurch, togetherwith the Dunchurch By-pass, will be Route M.45.

- i
Presfon By-pass Motorway, which has been known since it was opened asRoute M. 6, will retain that number.
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MOTORWAY PLANNING

Summary of what has to be done before starting
construction of a motorway

Before construction of a motorway can begin, an immense amount of

preparatory work has to be done both technical, e.g. survey and preparation of
plans and specifications, and administrative, e.g. completion of statutory
processes, acquisition of land and invitations to tender.

The procedure is governed by the Special Roads Act, 1949, which, whilst
giving the powers to construct a motorway, is designed to ensure that due con-
sideration is given to the requirements of local and national planning
including the requirements of agriculture.

DEFINING THE ROUTE

The first step is to locate a provisional route. This involves not only
preliminary surveys and field work, and sometimes aerial survey and trial

borings, but also consultation with local authorities and other interests

likely to be affected, e.g. water and electricity boards and the British
Transport Commission. If valuable agricultural land is affected, discussions
are necessary with agricultural interests through the Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Fisheries. Depending on the size and nature of the project, these
consultations may be completed in a few months or, in difficult cases, may
take several years. In some cases a preliminary line will already have been
included in a Development Plan and so protected, but even when this is so,

the line must be reviewed in the light of objections which may have been made
to the draft Development Plan, and must be surveyed in more detail to take

account, for instance, of the latest standards of motorway design.

The next step is to make a Scheme under the Special Roads Act which

finally defines the centre line of the motorway and protects it from all other

development. First, a draft is published with plans of the route. A period

of three months follows during which objections may be made. These are care-

fully considered and a Public Inquiry may have to be held before the Minister

decides whether the scheme should be made with or without modification. The

process of making a scheme takes about a year if no substantial difficulties

are met but it may sometimes be necessary, in the light of the objections, to

revise the proposals and go through the whole process again from the beginning.

The next stage is to prepare the detailed designs for the motorway,

including junctions, bridges, drainage etc. Land plans and reference

schedules must also be prepared and specifications and bills of quantity

drawn up. At the same time proposals are formulated for dealing with roads

and footpaths crossing the route of the motorway, which may have to be stopped

up or diverted, and the Minister's proposals must be advertised and an Order

be made in accordance with the Special Roads Act by a similar statutory pro-

cess to that used in making a Scheme to fix the line.

LAND ACQUISITION

As soon as sufficiently detailed plans are ready, acquisition of land can
begin. liVherever possible, land is acquired by agreement with the owner, but

in some cases it may be necessary to make a Compulsory Purchase Order.

Before such an Order can be made, it must be advertised in draft form for two
consecutive weeks and a three-week period is allowed for objections to be
made. If necessary a Public Inquiry or a Hearing may be held to hear any
valid objections before the Order can be made. All this may take a
considerable time. Additional complications are introduced where re-housing,
common land, burial grounds, etc. are involved. To get entry onto land for

a scheme of any size usually takes at least twelve months.
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BRIDGE DESIGNS

While the preparation of the engineering details is proceeding, the
bridge designs are referred to the Royal Fine Art Commission and the British
Transport Commission or other statutory bodies whose interests are affected.

When all this has been done, the contract documents completed and entry to

the land secured, tenders can be invited by advertisement. On a major con-

tract a reasonable time to allow for contractors to prepare their tenders and

for consideration of their offers is at least four months.

To complete all these processes may mean that, for a major scheme, four
years or more are needed before construction can be started.
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